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Press Release Summary: Improvements to Waveform 
Technology's network make give colocation facility additional 
bandwidth and reliability.  

Press Release Body: TROY, Michigan, August 7, 2008 -- Metro Detroit 
data center operator Waveform Technology, announced today the 
completed upgrade of its network core, with a migration to Cisco 
12000 series routers. This development will provide Waveform’s 
customers with supreme reliability and make increased bandwidth 
available.  

Waveform Technology’s Cisco 12000 routers make up the core 
architecture of its network, connecting multiple data centers in 
southeast Michigan. The improved infrastructure gives the entire 
network greater bandwidth capabilities and scalability for further 
additions. The Cisco 12000s are premium routers, built for Internet 
service providers and network carriers.  

“We’ve seen a huge increase in demand, especially at our Troy data 
center,” said Bill Wichers, the project’s Lead Engineer. “Our 
colocation facility has attracted customers faster then anticipated, and 



their bandwidth requirements are substantial. This infrastructure 
investment allows us to provide our customers with the bandwidth 
they require and the new routers leave room for growth.” 

Waveform Technology’s network was built to service colocation 
customers at multiple data centers, including the Waveform operated 
Troy data center which houses hundreds of customers, ranging from 
large cage installations to single servers. “Cisco’s 12000 series is great 
for this application. They have a huge capacity and a strong feature 
set, allowing us to offer next generation services,” added Wichers. 
“We’re constantly working to improve our network and this is a great 
leap forward.”  

 
About Waveform Technology 
Waveform Technology is a Detroit based data center operator and 
service provider specializing in colocation. Waveform’s Troy data 
center is a world-class facility, featuring Liebert cooling and 
uninterruptible power systems, along with backup generator support, 
unmatched connectivity, and military-grade security. Tenants of all 
sizes colocate in Waveform facilities. Waveform Technology is a 
privately held company in operation sense 1992. More information is 
available at http://www.michigan-colocation.com or 248-784-7000. 

Web Site: http://www.michigan-colocation.com  
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